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GSS to fund child center, professtonal staff
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
Tuesday passed the annual budget
for the 1984-85 fiscal year, although
most boards were budgeted $0
because of student government's
deficit of more than $20,000.
Budgeted for 1984-85 were the
Children's Center, the professional
staff salaries of Student Legal
Services, Student Entertainment and
Activities and the student
government offices. Although the
remaining boards were budgeted SO,
They will be—allowed to come before
the GSS next fall when the funds
become available.
The GSS approved $58,028 in
funds, with $54,762 going to the
salaries for the executive secretaries
of student government and SEA and
the full-time attorney and two
paralegals hired by SLS. The
remaining $3,266 will go to the
Children's Center.
Stgy_e___•__Riat, student aoyernment
president, said the reason for
budgeting professional salaries and
the Children's Center before the
budget base could be determined
was a matter of timing. Ritzi said
the staff salaries had to be approved
so the professional personnel could
return to work at the beginning of
the fall semester, while the Chil-
dren's Center needed funding now
so it could receive federal funds.
Gary Quimby. director of the
Children's Center, said the $3.266
student government 'funds the center
is a -small portion of-its total- budget,
which is $136.000-
"What student government is
allowing us to get is $4 from the state
of Maine for each $1 we get from
student government„" Quimby said.
If we fail to match that commitment
we lose $4 for every dollar we fail to
raise."
Ritzi said the budget will probably
be brought before the 1984-85 GSS,
about the second week of October,
after student government has paid off
its debts.
Ritzi said he thought the beginning
Communiqué
Wednesday, April 25
OC 391 Seminar. Cody
Harper: "The Nature of
Sedimentary Organic
Nitrogen." Joerg-Henner
Lotze: "Physical Parpacticoid
Copepods." 213 Nutting Hall.
9 a.m.
Entomology Seminar. Akira
Osawa: "Patterns of Tree
Mortality Measured After a
Decade of Uncontrolled Spruce
Budworm Outbreak." 207
Deering Hall. 10 a.m.
Alcqholics Anonymous Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Union.
11 a.m.
(continued on page 6)
budget would be around $225,000,
although he said it was too early to
know for certain. When the 1984-85
budget was passed by the Executive
Budgetary Committee, before details
of the deficit were known, the
beginning budget was $258,000, based
on 8.660 activity fee-paying students
at $30 per student.
Two other resolutions on Tuesday's
agenda were postponed until next
week's senate meeting, while a third
could not be acted upon due to lack of a
quorum.
The proposed guidelines concerning
the marketing of alcohol on campus
were _brought_back to_the floor, then
postponed, while a resolution amend-
ing the constitution of the Committee
on Student Publications and establish-
ing the Daily Maine Campus Advisory
Board was postponed.
A resolution giving the president of
student government veto power was
not acted upon because only 24
senators were present when the
resolution was on the floor. To conduct
business. 25 senators need to be
The guidelines for attohol marketers
were brought back to the senate for
reconsideration because some sena-
tors thought the guidelines, although
they were understood to be recom-
mendations. could be strictly enforced
in the future.
Rodney Labbe. graduate student
senator, said Thomas Aceto. vice
president for student affairs, was
behind the proposal and would
enforced the restrictions if he had the
opportunity. Labbe said he thought it
was important to make the distinction
between enforcement of the guidelines
and suggestions for the marketing of
alcohol.
"He should be singled out because
he is the root of this whole situation.
He has chosen to play Big Brother in
this year of 1984," Labbe said. "The
next thing we know he will take
Playboy magazine oka of the bookstore
or wrap them in plastic or something."
Carol Wiley, off-campus senator and
sponsor of the resolution, said the
proposal was merely to be used as
Rodney Labbe, graduate student senator, stressed at the GSS meeting the
importance of distinguishing between enforcement and suggestions of the
marketing of alcohol on campus. (McMahon photo)
guidelines for aleohol marketers, and
if the senate thought there was a
problem in the wording of the
resolution, then that could br deleted.
1.'Torsay that CN643-11 -niOire to. take--'
Playboy from the newscounter is. I
think, a bit exaggerated," Wiley said.
The constitution of the Committee
on Student Publications was to be
amended to include two students-at-
large. which would increase the
number of students on the committee
to 14. The committee is comprised of
the editors and the business managers
of the Maine Campus and the Prism,
and the editor of the Maine Review,
along with the advisors to all three
publications, a representative form the
Council of Colleges and a represen-
tative form student government.
The proposal would call for the
Campus advisory " board to be
comprised of the student members of
the committee, who would report
directly to the publications committee,
.but would have no power except to
advise the committee.
David Walker, editor of the Maine
Campus, said the Committee on
Student Publications was the designee
of the UMaine Board of Trustees to act
as publisher of the Campus, while the
advisory board was developed to
advise the Campus specifically in
financial matters.
-_We decided to take this tack to
tlitite-reterettchinf-and-Welitnirrate.
the redundancy," Walker said. "What
it doesn't have is' the right to change
policy in the Maine Campus. That's
the vested power right of the
publications committee."
Scot Marsters, off-campus senator.
said the proposal should be postponed
because any amendments to the
publications committee constitution
had to be approved by the BOT.
"They're using a constitution that
the student members of the publica-
tions committee don't even know has
to be approved by the Board of
Trustees."
The failure to act on the resolution.
which would have given the student
government president veto power,
means the student body will not be
able to consider it during the
elections for the 1984-85 GSS,
tentatively set for Sept. 26. The
resolution would be a student
government constitutional amend-
ment, which means the student body
must approve it before it is official.
Forest resources fee referendum today
by Anne Chamberlain
Guest Writer
Student organizations from the
College of Forest Resources are
attempting to replace their lost student
government funds with a student
organization fee, to be paid only by
forest resource students.
Students of the College will vote
Wednesday to determine if they are
willing to pay an additional $5 per
semester to fund the ten organizations
within that college. The referendum
will be held in the lobby of Nutting
Hall from 9 to 4 p.m.
If the referendum is passed it will be
presented to the Board of Trustees for
final approval in July.
Bill Jarvis. co-chairman of the
College of Forest Resources Funding
and Budget Review Committee, a
group established by organization
leaders to deal with their organiz-
ation's money problems, said a public
hearing was held Tuesday to answer
questions from college students.
"I think the importance of the issue
should warrant a strong turn-out,"
said Nick Nicolich, co-chairman of the
Funding and Budget Review Com-
mittee. '
Student organizations have been
working on this fee for several months,
Nicolich said.
Based on current enrollment propo-
nents of the fee anticipate it will raise
$5,600 for the 1984-85 school year.
The total combined operating budget
of the organizations is approximately
$15.000 according to Brown. Student
government contributed $2,280 in
19$3-84 Jarvis said.
Anita Nikles, captain of the Forest
Fire Attack Team, said she feels this
fee will be a good way to increase the
money available to the organizations.
"It's hard to get enough money
when we only charge a couple of
dollars for membership fees. It's hard
to get student gove-rnment to
understand what we do. Our clubs are
more or learning than just social
groups." Nikles said.
Ron Tebbetts, a forest resources
instructOr. said. "I think the student
body should directly support their own
organizations. Too often we can't see
where,our money is going. This way
we'll see direct effects."
Nicolich said he feels the referend-
um has a good chance of passing.
"Contrary to Ms. DeBruyckere's
article (Campus. 3/27/84), I think thai
(See FEE page 6)
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Bears' Den employees checking I.D.s at door
by Cary Olson
Staff Writer
11,
In an effort to decrease their chance
of serving alcohol to minors, Bears'
Den employees are checking the
Maine State or University I.D.s of
patrons. a Residential Life official
said.
- Bill Dalton. manager of catering and
conferences services, said a student
stands at the entrance to the pub area
of the Den and checks 1.D.s. A police
officer also works to keep minors from
drinking in the pub area. The person
checking I.D.s uses a vali-dine
machine which shows a "yes" if th4
person is 20-years-old or older, and
"no" if he is not.
"If you turn 20 on a weekend and it
hasn't been programmed in, we have a
data list Harry can check," Bill
Dalton said.
If minors are caught in the pub by a
UMO police officer, the office can send
them to the conduct officer, rather
than arresting them, Dalton said. If a
liquor inspector finds a minor, then the
Bears' Den and the offender may be
fined, he said.
"Liquor inspectors are state pol-
ice," Dalton said. "If they find
someone, they have to arrest him. We
don't get any special treatment."
"If the liquor inspector says. 'Sorry,
that's not legal,' we could be shut
down." Dalton said.
Thomas Aceto, vice president for
student affairs, said he doesn't think
there is a problem with serving
minors, but there may be times when a
minor gets into the pub area.
"I think any time you run an
operation," Aceto said, "someone will
try and slip in.
"Obviously we don't want to serve
minors and people who have had too
much to drink," he said.
Bears' Den staff member, Tricia Pendleton, checks the validity of a
prospective pub client's identification. (McMahon photo)
1984 campus literary magazine on sale soon
by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
The 1984 issue of a campus literary
magazine that will include an
interview with UMO alumnus Stephen
King. will be on sale after May 7 at the
bookstore and the English depart-
ment.
Rodney Labbe, who has been editor
for two years, said only 300 issues_are
being printed. He said if there is a
demand. more may be printed. Last
year's issues were sold out.
Keepsake...
The perfect way to
show your love
MORRISEY
Select a Keepsake diamond
engagement ring to express
your love. Keepsake center
diamonds are guaranteed in
writing, forever, for fine
white color, correct modern
cut and perfect clarity.
Keepsake.
The perfect way to show you r
love. when it's for keeps.
Keepsake'
Registered Diamond Kings
aA4.311.„ks..s,„s
JEWELERS OF MAINE
73 Main Si.
Downtown Bangor
oleo located at the rutgor Mall
Trade-111mA Reg
The 67-page magazine, which will
cost $2, will include dramatic and
horror stories, poems, and photos.
The sky-blue cover will feature an
illustration of a flock of seagulls flying
over an inlet, drawn by Barnaby G.
Thomas. Inside artwork is by Mike
Morin and photography is by Tom
Hawkins.
Labbe said the English department
provides $700 to ptt4 the magazine
together. The College of Arts and
Sciences allocated $150 and Prism, the
yearbook, donated $150. He said
without the extra donations the
magazine might not have been
possible.
"We desperately need funding," he
said. "We've had to scrounge for
money in the past year." Prism
helped because a $150 allocation from
student government became frozen
last week due to a funding crunch.
WANTED
Experienced housepainters
to work Castine area,
summer season. Call David
Hatch, 326-4821.
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Labbe said literary magazines fell by
the wayside in the 1970s but are now
_making a comeback, and that much
good critical response has come from
students and professors. "We put.
everything into it to guarantee a
professional product."
IVDT14-:1.;,irer-11.01-F"r,'`
V
Labbe said from 1969 to 1974 there
were three different titles of literary
publications. In 1974, the "Maine
Review" was created and in 1978 and
1979 was a twice yearly supplement
to the Maine Campus. In 1980. it
returned to its late 1960s ,size and
Mni s II
Student literary publications have
been printed in different forms at
UMO for the past 100 years, he said.
Between 1965 and 1969, a magazine
called "Ubris" was published, he
said, that has several of King's first
works like "Night Surf," and
"Strawberry Spring," which was later
published in the book, "Night Shift."
._
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came out once yearly.
Labbe said only six issues were sold
in 1982. He became editor in the fall of
1982 and published the last issue of
"Maine Review" in 1983. The name
was changed to "Ubris II," for this
year's magazine and the staff is trying
to recapture the original content
and success of "Ubris." he said.
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$1.00 $1.00
In Concert
Tim Sample
David Mallett
Memorial Gym
Saturday, April 28,1984
7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale in the
Memotial Union information booth.
$1.00 = $1.00
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Seabrook officials consider plan to saveproject
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)—Partners in
the Seabrook nuclear power plant were
huddling today to consider a financing
plan designed to save the project and
its chief owner from bankruptcy.
"Our feeling is that this is the last
best chance for saving Public Service
Company of New Hampshire," Nat
Worman, spokesman for Vermont
.4 Electric Cooperative Inc., said
Monday.
Also Monday, a New York credit
rating service said Public Service is not
likely to recover financially. Moody's
Investors Service lowered its bond
ratings for Public Service and United
Illuminating Co. the second-largest
Seabrook owner, citing the diminishi-
ing prospect that Seabrook 1 will be
finished and the potential bankruptcy
of Public Service.
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner &
Smith -litc---was- to explain financial 
aspects of the latest bailout proposal to
Britain deports student
leader, detains 15 others
LONDON (AP)—Britain Tuesday
deported the leader of a four-member
revolutionary student committee
which took over-ffi-e now-b-eVregett
Libyan Embassy last February and
detained 15 other Libyans for
questioning at Heathrow Airport, the
Home Office said.
A Home Office spokesman said
Abdul Ghadir Baghdadi. 34,
Khadafy's personal representative in
Britain, was put on an afternoon flight
to the Libyan capital, Tripoli.
Another member of the student
committee. Salah Ibrahim Mabruk, 26,
was deported on Monday.
Baghdadi and Mabruk were not in
the embassy last Tuesday when a
gunman fired from a window on
Libyan demonstrators, killing a police-
woman and wounding 11 dissidents.
The shooting triggered a police siege
of the building and led to Britain's
breaking diplomatic relations with
Libya on Sunday.
Police marksmen continued to ring
the 18th century building in St. James'
Square today.
British newspapers. quoting Libyan
exiles, say the revolutionary student
committee, which apparently took over
the embassy with the blessing of
Libyan leader Col. Moammar
Khadafy. ordered a bombing wave in
Britain last March in which 26 people
were injured. The reports could not be
confirmed.
. The Home Office spokesman said 15
—7..lbyans wirrarrivect- today-at-LoirdoriN ---Spnicesmen Idf-gro—SiibiOok part-
Heathrow Airport were being quest- ners said Monday that the other IS
ioned. No other information was
immediately available.
Home Secretary Leon Britton. who
controls the police and immigration.
has ordered a crackdown on Libyan
visitors.
The Foreign Office said, meanwhile.
that three Libyan officials were being
allowed into Britain to help their
embassy staff prepare to leave the
country by the Sunday deadline set by
Britain.
regulators Monday that Public Service
verbally agreed earlier that day to
surrender its veto power over
Seabrook 1 while maintaining control
of Seabrook 2.
In the past, Public Service has
controlled major decisions, such as
canceling Seabrook 2, because it holds
36 percent ownership of the project
and it requires 80 percent to cancel.
Faced with potential bankruptcy
because of a cash shortage, Public
Service offered to cancel Seabrook 2 if
the other owners would protect it from
losing its $300 million investment in
the second reactor.
Various plans have been discussed
in the past month to save the utility,
but none has been implemented.
Worman said nuclear expert
William Derrickson would head the
new corporation. Public Service hired
Seabrook owners in a closed afternoon
meeting in Boston, Worman said.
The plan, offered by Public Service
at a meeting in New York 1 1/2 weeks
ago, calls for the 16 owners to form a
new corporation to build and run Sea-
brook. Under it. the owners would
have no financial obligations beyond
those they already have and their
interest in the new corporation would
be in the same proportions as their
involvement in Seabrook.
Worman said the attractiveness to
the owners, and he hoped to investors,
is that Public Service no longer would
hold veto power over the other 15
owners. Representation on the new
board of directors would reflect
current ownership shares but a simple
majority would rule, he said.
Public Service already has relin-
quished veto power in the view of
United--,-Illuminating chairman- John— Dciiickson-crn March to streamline
Fassett. He told Connecticut utility the project. Although Derrickson said
last week he could reduce the cost
from $9 billion to $6.9 billion, his
announcement came on the same day
that Public Service halted construction
of Seabrook 1 to save cash.
The utility also laid off 5,850
workers. including 5,200 at Seabrook,
stopped paying Seabrook construction
bills, stopped work on another
construction project and said it will not
pay its May dividends to stockholders.
Classifieds
FOR SALE: Microwave Oven-Tappen
large capacity, browning coils, brand new.
S250 or best offer. 866-4373.
LOST: Large Denim Jean Jacket with
a savings account bank book in pocket on
March 31. Please return to Maine Campus
Advertising Office.
We have the lowest airfares to Europe
and across America! For free color
brochure, write to: Campus Travel- Box
11387, St. Louis, Mo 63105.
Classifieds are $1.50 for the first
twenty words and 10 cents for each
additional word, per day.
EASTERN'. MAINE VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Offers
Skill
Training In
Electrical, Electronic, and
Enviromental Engineering Technologies
Construction & Mechanical Trades
Allied Health, Foods, and
Business Programs
For more information contact:
Director of Admissions, 942-5217 ext. 37
owners have made arrangements to
pay $5 million a week for maintenance
.and security at the plant until the
issue is resolved
Fassett and William Ellis, chairman
of Northeast Utilities, Connecticut's
other major utility, said the agreement
was reached Saturday and the first
payment was to be made Tuesday.
Public Service will not contribute to
the payment plan.
Moody's said it cut its ratings for
United Illuminating and Public Service
because Seabrook has caused serious
cash-flow problems for other utilities.
Moody's lowered the first mortgage
bonds for Public Service to B3 from
Ba3. Moody's lowered the company's
general bonds to Caa from B2 and its
debentures to Caa from B3.
"The company's cash-flow problem,
as indica-fed byits cessation of
payments for the Seabrook project,
jeopardize payment of its debt-service
obligation," Robert Burke, Moody's
senior vice president, said in a news
release. "Moody's believes that Public
Service Company of New Hampshire's
financial difficulties make the prospect
for financial recovery unlikely."
Public Service's bonds have held
speculative ratings for some time.
Moody's also lowered In's debentures
to Ba2 from Baa3. The service clit UI's
rating for preferred stock to Ba3 from
Ba2.
Today is Secretary's Day
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price range just for you.
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Par for the course
STEVE BULLARD
UMaine Lews
On April 23, the UMaine Board ofTrustees accepted a chancellor's reportwhich outlined a possible UMaine facility
in Lewiston.
A The yiport said total construction costs are to
be between $4 million and $6 million (Maine
COI' pus, 4/24/84). Where will this money come
 
°?t year, $2 million was- appropriated by the
- - ' state for the establishment of a campus.
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy Said the remaining/ funding is expected to come from the Lewiston
community.
But who will pay for everything above and
beyond construction costs? Who will pay faculty
salaries once a campus is established? Who will
supply money needed for the stocking and
upkeep of a library or research center for the
students to use?
The UMaine system already has enough
financial problems to worry about without adding
another to the list. •
- -The 'Budget Crisis IThaiie'r ineCiii section in
the Maine Campus, 11/9/83, said that starting in
November 1981, a self-study was done on UMO's
academic programs and public services. A final
report was submitted in April4.983. The report
showed that UMO would need an additional $5
million to maintain programs and services at the
(then) present level.
BOT Chairman Thomas Monaghan has said the
problems outlined in the UMO self-study exist
throughout the entire system. He also has said
that funding problems arose when the state
created the seven-campus UMaine system.
10011.100100
on
Monaghan has blamed inadequate legislative
funding for the budget shortfalls pointed out in
UMO's self-study. Will the legislature keep giving
more money to the UMaine system? Monaghan
admitted Maine is a poor state and that they
can't keep raising tuition. (Campus, 11/30/83).
Non-resident tuition is already the fifth highest
and the resident tuition is the eighth highest
among state universities across the nation.
Monaih-ar-1 also has said faculty salaries are
inadequate. The faculty have been working
without a contract since September 1983. When
even the present faculty cannot be properly
compensated, how can additional UMaine
employees be added?
Lewiston citizens now have to decide if they
want a campus in their city.
I think they, and the Board of Trustees, should
give the matter careful consideration...
consideration to the past and
present financial situation of the UMaine system
knO.:individual . 
They should see to it that faculty members
have adequate salaries; that academic programs
have enough funds to buy necessary equipment to
provide a quality education for students; that the
libraries have enough money to provide students
with scholarly journals and resources to
complement what is presented in the classroom;
and most important, that students receive an
education equal to the tuition they pay.
Then—and only then—should they consider
adding any new UMaine campus, whether it be
in Lewiston or elsewhere.
'YYVC-ciks4
Golfing blues
Few people in this world are as
unfairly maligned as golfers. I say
this from experience. And it's
always the non-golfers, my own
family included, who knock us.
Unfairly, of course. For golf is a
dangerous game, it plays with your
mind, distorts your soul and
frustrates you to the grave.
A player on my Virginia Beach, Va.,
high school team found tbat out. We
were playing a match, and Buck hit a
long par-5 in two shots. He then
3-putted for a, to put it mildly,
disappointing par. In disgust he flung
his putter at the next tee, and it stuck
in a nearby tree. Needing it back, he
climbed up in shirt sleeves and shorts.
The only problem was the tree was
covered with poison ivy. Out for the
season.
It's nice to have an audience when
you golf, but the UMO golf team found
out not all „galleries are very
appreciative when it played in the -1982
Bowdoin Invitational. We led by eight
shots after the first day over a good
Salem State team, and were looking
forward to Maine's first win in that
event.
Then it happened. The Bowdoin
Invitational started. Not golf, cross
country. Our no. 2 player, whose
name will be withheld (no, not me),
had reached hole 14 about even par.
But ttle unexpected wait for cross
country runners to cross the
fairways was agonizing. When he
finally saw an opening, he hurried
to hit. At the same time, a runner
lagging behind screamed at him in
the middle of his backswing, a
rather unsportsmanlike gesture. The
ball shanked into bad trouble in the
trees, shakinl him up so much he
ended up shooting 11-over-par 83.
We lost by two. Life's tough.
I'm famous for inviting disaster.
For example, once, in Virginia
Beach, I sliced a poorly hit shot
into some trees. The ball knocked
down a beehive, prompting me to
run the world's fastest mile back to
the clubhouse, 10,000 bees on my
tail. Another time, at the same
course, a fellow high school golfer
and I were using a golf cart. While'
I daydreamed in the passenger seat,
Donny Joe tried to write down..
scores as he drove. I recovered in
time to look up and make a flying
leap from the cart. Not D.J., he
drove right into a small pond.
Golf teaches maturity by making
you pay severely for little mistakes.
Two years ago, right before the
Maine Intercollegiate tourney, I saw
in the pro shop a sand wedge I had
searched for for years. Joyfully I
paid $55 for it. I reached the sixth
hole playing very well, but, on that
short par-3, I skulled a shot with
the wedge right over the green.
Then I skulled it back again, the
ball disappearing in the water in
front of the green. I had to go all
the way back to the tee and start
over, hitting four. I hit the ball up
by the pin, and in the same motion
tossed the brand new wedge into the
middle of the pond. I still don't
know why.
Now winter's gone and golf's
back. The first hole I played, as
befitting my 2-handicap, I took 15
shots. Maybe the critics are right, I
should give up. Then again, I love
punishment. See you on the course.
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Freedom is a difficult word to
define because it means many things
to many people. We inherited
freedom from the ancient Greeks
who believed the word to mean:
exemption from necessity, in choice
and action, as the freedom of the
will. Because freedom is a general
term, it may imply at one extreme
total absence of restraint and at the
other, and unawareness _of_ being
hampered in any way. In other
words, freedom ,to one extreme
implies spontaneity in thought and
action, but in the other,
unawareness that freedom is being
restricted.
When the Romans liberated the
Greek city states in the ancient
world from oligarchy, they
proclaimed "liberties," freedom, but
as the Greeks were to learn, the
Roman concept of "liberties" and
the Greek concept were two very
different things. When the Romans
liberated you, you became clients in
the Roman system of patriarchy.
You were free to do what you
wished as long as you did not clash
with what they wanted from you.
The Greeks rebelled many times
successfully, but just as often they
were crushed by the Roman legions.
The point is, freedom must be
fought for and when it is attained,
the struggle for true freedom, i.e.
thoughts and action without
restraint, must continue.
When Professor Doty in Hy
16 asked his students to write a
paper about the condition of the
world on the day they were born,
(most of the students were born
between 1962 and 1965) he was not
too surprised to learn that most of
the students failed to recognize that
the freedom of -lifestyles -on-- the
Orono campus and around the
nation were not always there. The
freedom to have keg parties in the
dormitories, for instance, were
tought for by students who wanted
freedom. I was one of those
students who failed to recognize the
hard fought victories for freedom
that my brother and sister, students
had accomplished in the '60s and
'70s in that paper I wrote for Hy-
16. Why did I forget? Was I
stupid? I don't recall doing any
drugs the week I wrote the damn
thing. No, I failed to grasp the
significance of the fight for freedom
because I had so much freedom I
was blinded.
Like my definition of freedom
suggests, it can imply at one
extreme total absence of restraint,
and at the other, an unawareness of
being hampered in any way.
Looking back over my four years
at UMO, I -realize that my freedom
as a student and those of other
students has slowly been diminished
by the university administration,
specifically Residential Life and the
chief "Ponifex Maximus" of
Student morality, Thomas D. Aceto,
vice president for student .affairs.
It bagan with the closing of
Hannibal Hamlin. The next year
they closed the cabins. My junior
year they changed-the-rules- for kegs
in the dorms. This year the frats
have taken severe beatings in terms
of freedom to have a keg party.
Yet, the administrators have done
nothing wrong legally. In fact, the
law is on their side. 'One must be 20
years old to drink, so approximately
one-half of all UMO students
(especially dorm students) cannot
drink by lawr—'
Mr. Aceto has done his job. His
intentions by every indication appear
to be Mncere. His fight for alcohol
awareness is commendable. In short,
he is doing what he is paid to do.
The fraternities face strict
penalties under the new alcohol
policies and the law if they serve
alcohol to minors. It's tough to
fight the law, especially when there
is a nation-wide trend to promote
alcohol awareness among youth. The
fight seems lost. Freedom has been
interpreted-
 to mean what the
university says it is.
The sad part is, we students have
been so blinded by the freedom that
our fellow students fought for 10 to
20 years ago, we have let the
administrators at UMO run the
show. I pity the class of 1988. If
they are as apathetic as the class of
1984, then Orwell was right.
Ihe theme for the graduating
class of 1984 is, "Orwell was
-wrong." The theme is so ironic
given what has happened these past
four years I think I'm going to
puke. Cecil, you were right. These
kids have no brains.
Asbestos fears and realities
1.R Cook
Director
Chemical/Radiation/Laboratory
Safety Office
In recent years the University
community has become increasingly
aware of the hazards posed by
asbestos, which can be found in many
of our buildings, probably in all of
them. Responses to the presence of
asbestos here have ranged from total
indifference to something approaching
hysteria. Neither response is the
appropriate one. This article is written
in the hope that these two extremes
will be nudged toward some middle
ground, where a more rational
assessment of risks can be made.
There are half a dozen different
types of asbestos, all being fibrous
silicates. It is mined in several areas of
the world, principally in Canada,
Russia, Bolivia, western Austrailia,
and in southern Africa. After being
mined, it is milled into fibers of
variable length; the longer fibers are
woven into fabrics and used to make
fireproof gloves, aprons, etc.; the
shorter fibers usually wind up being
used as electrical or thermal insula-
tion, or as a matrix for cement and
plastic. There are over 3000 different
products and, until very recently, it
could be found in such diverse items as
automobile brake shoes and electrichair dryers. It is considered indespen-
sible to industry and has been in
demand since the turn of the century.
Worldwide consumption since 1970
has been about 4.5 million tons per
year, approximately 25 percent of it in
this country. It is almost a certainty
that asbestos could be found, in one
form or another, in practically every
building in the country. Most of it,
however, is non-friable—i.e.. it is not
available for incorporation into the
human bOdy because it is embedded in
plastic or, concrete- irritight
compartments. wrapped or glued to
prevent escape, or otherwise contain-
ed.
While there are several different
types of asbestos, only three are
commercially important: chrysotile
(white, containing magnesium), amo-
site (brown, containing magnesium
and iron), and crocidolite (blue,
containing iron and sodium). Chryso-
tile is the most abundant and accounts
for some- 95 percent of the total
marketed. The differing chemical
compositions give rise to three
different fiber types. Chrysotile fibers
have a soft, wavy appearance, and
under the microscope have the shape
of a stretched coil. Crocidolite and
amosite fibers are much more rigid,
straight. and larger in diameter. But in
all three cases the diameters are very
small, measured in microns (10,000
microns make a centimeter). Fiber
structure is apparently an important
determinant of carcinogenicity.
Some kinds of asbestos are known to
cause cancer, and thus asbestos joins a
select list of about two dozen other
chemicals known to be carcinogens,
and perhaps two thousand more that
are suspect. Most of these are liquid,
or solids which can be put into
solution. and can gain entry into the
body by ingestion, inhalation, or
directly through the skin, and
frequently are effective in causing
cancer by any of these routes.
Concentrations are easily measured.
Not so with asbestos, which is
insoluble. It is believed to cause cancer
only when inhaled, and if cancer
develops it is nearly always lung
cancer—either tumors found in the
respiratory passages (bronchogenic
carcinoma) or a more diffuse cancer-
ous growth of the tissues lining the
lung cavity (mesothelioma). The latter
may spread to include the lining of the
intestinal cavity. Apparently these two
types of cancer develop by entirely
different mechanisms. There are a few
- r - - of asszciati.rins between- 
asbestos exposure and malignancies Of
the gastro-intestinal tract and other
parts of the body, but the data are
inconclusive. Certainly inhalation is
the most important mechanism of
entry, and the lungs the primary target
Mice (or other rodents) are
commonly used as test animals in
studies or carcinogens. Mice are less
than satisfactory for this purpose with
asbestos, however, because of the
diffieulty in knowing (and maintaining)
given concentrations in the air, and
especially in knoVving the amounts that
actually reach the lungs. One of the
major functions of the respiratory
passages is to prevent particles from
reaching the lungs; most will be
cancer ihduction and the- synergiitic
action of other environmental factors.
In addition, it is clear that there is an
age dependence in sensitivity, and—
as with all other carcinogens—a dose
dependency.
The epidemiological evidence itself
is equivocal. Thus, at a certain
crocidolite mine in southern Africa,
incidence of lung cancer workers (in
the 1960s) was seven to 10 times
greater than in the general population.
Yet at another crocidolite mine not far
removed, the incidence of cancer in
workers was no greater than the
national average. It must be assumed
that some subtle difference in fiber
composition is responsible. Crocidolite
is considered to be the most insidious
"Responses to the presence of asbestos here
have ranged from total indifference
to something approaching hysteria."
trapped on mucous membranes and
swept out by the cilia lining these
passages.
For these reasons our best informa-
tion of the carcinogenic properties of
asbestos comes from epidemiological
studies. in which the incidence of
cancer in large numbers of exposed
persons is compared with that in
non
-exposed populations. This too has
proved difficult, because the long lag
period between first exposure and the
appearance of cancer (20 to 40 years)
requires that entire life histories be
known in exquisite detail. The first
suggestion that there might be a link
between asbestos-and cancer came in
the 1930s, and since that time there
have been several epidemiological
studies that are statistically sound.
While much remains to be learned, a
number of patterns have emerged.
Most important among these is the
type of asbestos commonly iriolved in
form of asbestos., and chrysotile the
least. For example. the incidence of
lung cancer in some 2,457 miners
working two separate chrysotile
deposits in Quebec was actually
slightly below the average for the
whole Province. Mice exposed to one
or the other of these two forms of
asbestos develop lung cancer only
when breathing crocidolite. However,
surgical implantation of chrysotile
fibers into the mouse lung leads to
cancer. Presumably the serpentine
structure of chrysotile makes it less
likely to reach the lungs. It should not
be concluded that breathing chrysotile
is without risk, for certainly there are
documented cases of lung cancer
developing in humans after exposure
to chrysotile. The difference in toxicity
is reflected in standards adopted by
the American Conference of Govern-
(see ASBESTOS lage 61‘1)
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Moscow on the Hudson
Struggles under ideologies
Hope Kerley
Moscow on the Hudson is a good
film to see if: ‘•
I.)'Ypu don't expect to see Robin
WilRain's the improvisational comic,
and
2;) You patiently put your ideological
(US) propoganda (USSR) waders on
betore you go to see0t. Now you're
ready to have a good lime.
This is the story of a jazz/blues sax
player, in the Soviet State circus band.
When the Circus travels to New k,
he and his friend, a clown, try to defe
in Bloomingdale's Department Store.
Wiliams succeeds, and the film
proceeds to gradually bog down from
there on.
Moscow on the Hudson isn't a
showcase for Williams' comedy. but
,i1014ii111,11
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
4311AReNTEFD ro %ATV!, THg
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIX/N'SWITH ALL THE
Plus oval- 120 hot and cold !tams
and our "Fix-Your-Own" Sundae
corner. You can't boat It!
MILLER'SNor Room
427 Main Street, Bangor
Do
YOU
like
Chariot
Races?
Don't miss
•the
Greek
Games
this
Saturday
1 p.m. - ?
Field behind the Union
DON'T PANIC. The man can act. He
gives the first half of the film a solid,
handcrafted, warm feeling. He does a
great job of staying on the fine line
that separates poignancy from
schmaltz. Unfortunately, some of the
other actors are not so lucky. Neither
are we, since we have to watch
Williams and these others in the same
sitting, and sometimes the contrast in
quality hurts.
,Sometimes this is the actors' fault,
but most of the time you can blame the
director.
The film seems to have an
overriding need to beat the audience
over the head with whatever statement
it is trying to make at the time.
Fortunately, the cast struggles valiant-
ly against the director, but sometimes
they don't win.
POof. Williams' girlfriend! She"s a
Charo clone, but Charo usually doesn't
have to deliver heavy statements about
equality, freedom, and What-It-
Means-To-Be-An-American/Today's-
Liberated-Woman. -
The film has a soft spot for old,
lonely men and treats them well.
Williams' grandfather, the old comed-
ian, is a crusty type who's come the
full circle of life, knows you only go
'round once, and wants his grandson
to play the forbidden Western music,
and to be heard.
Still, the second half of the film has
its moments. When Williams plays his
saxophone in New York, he does a fine
job of just having the blues; being
disillusioned, angry and frustrated.
The film took the time to do a lot of
dubbing in Russian, with subtitles. It
isn't filmed in the. Soviet Union,
though; the first part is the US doing
an impression of the Soviet Union.
Luckily, the acting here is good
enough so we don't get bored and
quibble.
The film has an "R" rating (this is
the director being "earthy/cinema
verite"). Robin Williams' Russian
girlfriend asks for "Kelvin Klein
dzhins" during sex; He and his
Italian-American girlfriend have sex
in the bathtub and study for her
naturalization examination at the same
time (well, sort of)... Makes you
wonder just what sort of bookstores
these people go to...
This is where the ideological waders
come in. I tellsyou, the ideology is so
thick in this film we can't get away
from it, it's everywhere.., in the
bathtub. In bed. During sex. (no
kidding!)
Williams' sidekick spends vast
amounts of eternity writing the word
"freedom" on windows, in_aand_11
guess if he were more Americanized
he'd spray-it on the subway) and then
gazing longingly at it. We got it the
first time. When he-tries to defect, the
(see MOSCOW page 7M)
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Musiamonopoly on campus
Tom Hawkins
"Let Us In,"
"Let Us In,"
"Let Us In,"
a crowd of 35 Phnliteri as Pt-114'P nna fire department
officers blocked the doors. An angry individual
approached an officer who politely explains why he
can't let him in. After repeating the reason three
times the politeness fades and the shouting begins.
The individual is escorted out.
Others wait in line, some as long as an hour. A common
complaint of leaving to go to the bathroom and returning only
to have to wait is often heard. Occasionally someone leaves
and another person is allowed to enter. Inside the music begins
and the chanting resumes.
It's Saturday night, Easter weekend, and those who have not
gone home have most likely stopped by York commons to find
a full house and an angry crowd waiting to get in. What's the
big attraction?.. SOUNDTRACK
The music stops and lead singer
Rick Nickerson breaks through the
crowd and heads upstairs . for
cigarattes and soda.
"It's crazy...just like the Den,"
he says as he checks his watch and
downs a few candy fishes. The
snack bar manager smiles and says
it's on the house.
Rick runs through a brief history
of the band, commenting on the
lack of coverage thei- band has
received in comparison to "other
bands".
People lucky enough to get into
the dance move to what sounds like
an almost flawless rendition of top
40 tunes. All are having a good
time whether • they're dancing,
talking or staring at Denise
O'Connell, the other lead singer.
Rick belts out a classic version of
"Major Tom" as police catch a
person sneaking through a window.
The set ends and a few spectators
offer comments:
"The band is really good.. .There's
an uncomfortable ratio of guys to
girls.. .More girls ought to go,
ther 're not enough War Pigs."
• - Penobscot Resident
Others mention the size of the
place and how it should have been
somewhere else. Ray Claverie of
York Hall summed up the general
consensus of the audience:
"The band was terrific,. They
were really into it.. .a really large
crowd should have been somewhere
else."
The band gave away three
albums. Rick asks the audience,
All six band members are on, and
the audience eats it up. At ten of
one the final number turns out to
be a fire alarm. Police and
firefighters rush into the dance
signaling the band to stop; the
audience leaves.
"It could only •happen to us,"
Rick says, "we were double booked
at a Hart Hall formal, snowed out
at Phi Eta today, and now this."
"How many are here because
this is free?" A few cheer.
"How many are here to see
Soundtrac?" More cheer.
"How many are here to gei Liter?"
The crowd erupts.
 4
I.
Soundtrac packs it in for the
night. The band members set up,
break down, coordinate their own
music and lights, and book their
own shows.
"Nobody works harder for your
band than you do.," said Mike
Tuell, one of _ the- two original
members, "an agent is working for
12 other bands. We calf them add-
they say `Soundtrac? you're ihe
band that's got the monopoly'."
Soundtrac has been "here" four
years. In that time they've gone
from playing Elks Clubs and
weddings to openings for Cat's Eye
and being booked for 12 nights in a
row. The band started out playing
easy listening music because that
was the easiest way to get dates.
"Back in those days, Linda
Ronstadt was the closest we got to
rock," said bassist Mark Mumme.
The band got its first dates
through a parent of one of the lead
singers who played for a band called
"Colored Rain," and was also a
part time agent. Mumme said it was
initially a good break that ended
(see SOUNDTRAC page 8M)
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Tom St. Amand
Supper's smells still hung in the air
when Scott crossed the kitchen to the
toaster. Greasy spareribs and pink
dessert motner naa presented wcre
dy forgotten. All that mattered
toast. One slice? Twb slices?
a
now
Maybe f
Scott's Jim
in. Tangents trie
his thoughts front-the
"Excedrin headache #100," he said
quietly. the silent kitchen his empty.
theater. "One hundred. One hundred
proof is what it is. Pink? Yecchh."
burped. hiccupped, then began
searching foj the bread.
Munchies.s'More specifically. toast.
Scott's eyes ran over the remains of
mother's "sparerib delite", still lyinE
on me stove. maybe...ivo, that stutt's
too scary. _
Scott detested the sparerib delites
his mother would serve until an
accident killed her in June of 1986. She
was playing croquet at the time of the
accident.
Toast. Scott dropped slices of bread
into each one of the toaster's four
slots. Four slots...Ah. progress.
Peanut butter or jelly? Both. Apple
or grape jelly? Both. Ah, ecstasy.
Scott stopped in midreach for the
latife on the stiVie-,.vhen- fie gliw its
red-painted tip. Sparerib sauce. Bad.
Mom's sparerib sauce. Worse.
onignt s sauce had been especially
bad. A brown paste. Supposedly
barbeque with tiny onion bits to
enhance its flavor. Scott shuddered
and turned away, deciding to pull a
knife from the drawer. Remembering
tonight's sauce began turning his 100
proof stomach. "Ah, toast."
Something rattled in the dark behind
Scott. After a few more strokes of the
butter knife he realized he was
supposed to be alone. He stopped
spreading peanut butter, his body
frozen, his ears straining to recognize
the sound. Nothing.
His grip on the butter knife
tightened as he •turned to face- his
assailant. His other hand clenched the
partially buttered toast. His mind was
racing now.
"Who's there?" he said, his
cracked voice and slurred words giving
away his drunken fright. "I've got a
knife." Scott wanted to hit himself for
revealing his defenses.
An overfilled plastic trashbag
peered from the shadows. A sauce-
Stained napkin and pink crumbs lay
unswept on the floor beside the Hefty.
am buzz was kicking
I, 'rut couldn't steer
oast.
Sinister Sauce
Sedtes grips loosened when he
realized the fingers of his left hand
were stuck together. Jesus. Stupid
(3(- ARBECUE-::"
- •-e•:, SAUC E
1 
:
- • wit', or-Jib.. 611 5
i i -Cor fit/l/A/Vay) FLAVOR
fiction
"Backyard Chef Barbecue Sauce" dropped his toothbrush in the cat's
stood before hirn,(on the top shelf next box.
to the toothpaste). "What's going on here?" Scott
asked, his voice barely audible over his
shit. It was just garbage shifting.
Remember, you control the buzz, it
doesn't control you.
The bag rustled again and Scott's
grips returned. Another rustle and the
top edge of the bag unfolded. It was
still too dark, the-bag too far in- the--
shadows for Scott's straining eyes to
locate the cause of the commotion.
A jar slid down the side of the bag
and rolled into the light. Scott fell back
against the stove. His mind was
reeling and eyes rolled out of sync with
each other. Small, textured dabs of red
sauce clung to the inside of the bottle.
The white top was unevenly screwed,
almost, threatening to fall off.
Scott stumbled to the floor, and the
irripact knocked his eyes back into
place. His vision returnea and ms eyes
came to rest on the empty jar's label.
"Backyard Chef Barbecue Sauce with
Onion Bits for Enhanced FlaVOr."
"What the fu...," he said. He
reached out and picked up the jar. It
exuded a slight garlic odor Scott
likened to a cat's hiss—very subtle,
yet very dangerous.
He threw the jar back into the Hefty
and retrieved the discarded napkin on
the floor. He used the napkin to wipe
the peanut butter from between his
fingers then threw it. too, into the bag.
The bag was tied and taken to the
basement before Scott turned toward
bed. He had forgotten the three
toasted slices of bread that had grown
cold sitting half-exposed in their slots.
His heartbeat slowed and the
drunken feeling wandered back into
Scott's head. At the end of the hallway
Scott fumbled for the cord, found it
and turned on one of the bathroom's
three lights. His reflection in the
toothpaste-and-water specked mirror
greeted him. He spit in the toilet,
grabbed his toothbrush—the red-
one—from the rack and slid open the
medicine cabinet.
A short gasp left Scott's lips and he
felt his chest disappear. The bottle of
131 tEll J 1 I I I I tEll JOt ICI
Stillwater Village
Renting Now For September
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and hot water
o vehicles per
from $460 a
01 H31 113 
bedroom apartments. Heat
included. Parking for two
apartment. Rent starting
month and up.
Call 866r2658
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Shaking, _he stepped back, bumped
his arm against the towel rack and
mother's snoring downstairs. 
r
For an instant he thought he'd
figured the situation and without
warning he swung around, fully
expecting to catch the oraritro-er %Ain
_would interrupt the divine liquid high.
No one was there.
Scott turned again, even faster than
the first time. Only the empty jar was
there.
Hesitatingly he reached for the jar.
Did those red pieces of sauce suddenly
(see SAUCE page 7M)
The
llounty Taverne
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Waitress/Waiter
Phalacksz oirsilis.r 411 irkciperm hex_ vv'._k' J 1' —
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Wednesday night at the
Bounty Taverne
the Miller High Life
Col‘SVis •
468-1/4$6- • 10-
#1 ;*
come see the best of the beach, and
cheer on your favorite contestant
500 Main St., Bangor
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• Asbestos
 
(continued from page 2M)
mental Hygienists, which permit
concentrations of chrysotile in the
work place that are 10 times greater
than those for crocidolite. Amosite is
assigned an intermediate value.
The reasons for the disparity in
toxicity of different batches of asbestos
are not at all clear. The possibility that
some asbestos fibers may carry a
co-carcinogen (tars, oils, etc.) has
been examined and generalty dis-
counted. Possible slight differences in
chemical composition, if they exist, are
also of no consequence: when asbestos
of any source is ground to a fine
powder and surgically implanted in
mouse lung, no cancer develops. All
the components of asbestos are normal
constituents of the mammalian body.
By exclusion, the general consensus
is that fiber shape and particularly_
fiber size are ,dominant factors
determining carcinogenicity, assum-
ing the fiber reaches the lung. While
investigators are still not in complete
agreement on the most dangerous size
range. the nod is usually given to
straight fibers of one to two microns in
 
diameter apd 10-200 microns in
length.
It is also instructive to consider the
effect cigarette smoking has on cancer
induction by asbestos. In a report
published in 1968, which reviewed the
cause of death in 370 asbestos
workers, lung cancer was implicated in
24 cases. All 24 had been regular
cigarette smokers, the others having
been either non-smokers, or pipe and
cigar smokers. The effect of cigarette
smoking is viewed as }wino nrwitiptif.-
tive; i.e., if the risk of lung cancer from
asbestos exposure were assigned a
value of five and the risk from
cigarette smoking a value of 10. the
combined risk for exposure to both
would be 50. not 15. One study of
17,800 asbestos insulation workers in
the United States and Canada revealed
that the risk of developing lung cancer
is 92 times greater for the smoker.
The probability of developing lung
cancer is directly related to the degree
of exposure to asbestos. In one study
"One study of asbestos
insulation workers
in the United States
and Canada revealed
that the risk of
developing lung cancer
is 92 times greater
for the smoker."
conducted in Canada, it was found that
an 80-fold increase in exposure of
miners increased the cancer rate
three-fold (from one percent to three
percent). Some people are apparently
more sensitive than others, however,
and there are a few reports of
individuals developing cancer after
heavy exposure of only one or two
months duration.
If no effort is made to control dust
levels, workers in asbestos mine,
mills. z.nd fabricating shops can expect
to develop lung cancer at an incidence
that may be 7 to 10 times greater than
non-exposed persons. Controls help,
of course. In a British textile mill
which reduced (but did not abolish)
dust exposures starting in 1931,
workers employed after 1933 showed
no excess of lung cancer.
Mining and milling asbestos are not
important industries in this country.
However, large numbers of workers
have been exposed to relatively heavy
concentrations of asbestos in construc-
tion, ship-fitting, fabrication, etc. In a
1978 report published by the National
Cancer Institute, it was estimated that
there are 1.6 million workers in
industries using large amounts of
asbestos; of these, almost one percent
(13.900) were expected to develop lung
cancer as a consequence.
Non-occupational exposure to asbes-
tos also occurs. In families living in
mill or mining towns, where Ainbient
asbestos concentrations can reach
quite high levels, the incidence of lung
cancer is almost half as great in
non-workers as in the workers
themselves. Of some 43,483 Finnish
residents living in high-density asbes-
tos areas, all of who received chest
x-rays. 1,232 (2.8 percent) showed
lung calcifications characteristic of
asbestos exposure. Only 0.05 percent
of another 590.000 not living in such
areas had comparable calcifications.
While non
-occupational exposure is
expected to be greater in mill or
mining towns, some exposure will also
occur elsewhere. Understandably this
will be greater in urban areas.
where—until recently—blown insula-
tion and other uncontrolled applica-
tions could make significant quantities
of asbestos air-borne. In undisturbed
air, small asbestos fibers can take
several days to fall just a few feet. In a
1970 study of 3000 consecutive
autopsies in New York City. made
without reference to cause of death,
fibers were found in well over half of
the lung specimens, and in 28
consecutive lung samples some of
these fibers were further demonstrat-
ed to be chrysotile asbestos. A
committee of the National Academy of
Sciences has concluded that there is
strong evidence that "most human
lungs harbor thousands or millions of
fibers," some of which are chrysotile
fibers and probably other types of
asbestos as well.
At what risk are those of us not
working or living in the high-density
asbestos environments of mill or
mining areas? Several authorities have
concluded that the risk is non-existent.
The National Academy of Sciences
panel mentioned above stated that
"...there are levels of inhaled asbestos
without detectable risk..." and "...
there is no evidence that the small
numbers of fibers found in most
members of the general population
affect health or longevity." The World
Health Organization believes that
there is no "...risk of either lung
cancer or mesothelial tumours to the
general population from asbestos in
the air or contaminated water..."
And M.L. Newhouse, a British
epidemiologist, concluded in 1977 that
"Current research has only identified
clusters of mesothelial tumours in
areas where asbestos is used in large
quantities—in mining areas or in
ports, dockyards or centers of
UMO's controversial library
manutacturing. Calculations of the
mesothelial rate in all states of the
United-States and Canada showed an
increase only where there are asbestos
mines or asbestos industry. No
evidence has been produced by the
very many research groups in the
United Kingdom, Europe or in the
United States that the lung-cancer rate
is raised where there is possible
asbestos pollution from industrial
sources."
In this country asbestos levels are
regulated by a number of agencies.
The EPA regulations are aimed mostly
at operations with the potential for
high-density release of fi,bers, and
require only that there be no visible
emissions. OSHA regulations, on the
other hand, dictate actual permissable
concentrations of fibers in the air, and
most other agencies have adopted -
theses standards. Originally set at
5000 fibers per liter, the standard has
been gradually reduced to the present
level of 100 per liter. Any type of
asbestos fiber counts. In their
definition a fiber is at least fivev
microns long, in deference to tht.
limited sensitivity of microscopes
commonly available. It is worth
emphasizing that 100 fibers per liter is
the maximum level the worker is
permitted to breathe eight hours a
day, 40 hours a week. This can amount
to some 100 million fibers inhaled in a
50-week year. It should also be
emphasized that these levels were
apparently established by legislative
fiat with little foundation in biological
fact. Some may 'consider them rather
high.
OSHA also regulates the manner in
which air samples are taken for
measurement of asbestos levels. Air
(usually, 1t100 liters) is pulled by a
vacuum pump through and OSHA-
approved membrane filter, 37mm in
diameter, having pores of 0.8 microns.
It is claimed that retention qf fibers is
99.9 percent effective. The filter is
then examined with the polarizing
microscope (good), the phase micro-
scope (better), or the electron
microscope (best). If the filter contains
more than 100.000 fibers for 1000 liters
sampled, the air exceeds OSHA limits.
Should an area prove to contain
excessive amounts of asbestos, OSHA
recommends one of three corrective
actions: removal, enclosure,. or encap-
sulation. The method chosen will vary
from one case to another. Removal, at
first glance, might appear to be the
ultimate solution, but this will be true
only if it can be accomplished without
contamination of the workmen or of
adjacent areas. Other factors will also
be important. and removal may at
times be contraindicated. Enclosure
and encapsulation are designed to
prevent asbestos fibers from entering
ambient air. The former is accomplish-
ed by wrapping (as in the case of an
insulated pipe), by installing an
air-tight barrier (as in the case of a
suspended ceiling), or by various other
approaches that would not permit fiber
_release. By  encapsulation is meant the
application of some bonding material
—usually a liquid glue—directly to the
asbestos material so that no fibers can
be released.
Most of the attention given asbestos
on this campus has been focused on
the old part of the library, which has
ceiling of exposed asbestos (chrysotile
and amosite) used in a decorative
manner. The asbestos is encapsulated
but subject to easy damage where it
can be reached, and is therefore a
proper matter for concern. However.
air samples taken a few years back
showed no air-borne fibers. More
recently. during the last. Christmas
break, extensive air samples were
taken in all parts of the old library-17
locations in all. 1000 liters being taken
at 16 locations and 4300 liters in one
location, the latter being a staff room
on the third floor in which the ceiling is
visibly damaged. No fibers were found
in any of the 1000-liter samples. when
examined with the electron micro-
scope. A few fibers were found in the
4300-liter sample. and in addition an _
occasional fiber was observed in dust
samples removed from some of the
shelves. While the number of fibers
found is too small to assign an average
concentration to the library, a liberal
estimate would place fiber levels at
about one per 100 liters of air, perhaps
one per thousand liters. In view of
what is known about dose dependency.
this can hardly be considered a hazard.
At this time I view Fogler simply as an
-area whirch will require periodic
monitoring so that we can remain
informed about air-borne levels of
asbestos. In the meantime, our
Facilities Management Director, in
cooperation with state and private
concerns involved in asbestos abate-
ment. will be studying the physical
make-up of the ceiling—its thickness.
its means of SUpport. the degree of
friability—in order that some intelli-
gent decisions can be made concerning
a more permanent solution to a
problem that will eventually come.
Source materials used for this article
can be found in the library. They
include: The Chemical Environment
(Lenihan and Fletcher); Sourcebook on
Asbestos Diseases (Peters and
Peters); Asbestos (National Academy
of Sciences); and Asbestos Cancers
(Wagner) in the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute. vol. 46.
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Vacations for
psychotics
Ersatz American Travel now offers
an all-new array, of destinations
geared to the very personal vacation
needs of the mentally unstable.
FOR THE ARSONIST:Burns,
Wyoming; Burnwell, W.V.; Torch,
Ohio; Burns Flat, Oklahoma
FOR THE INSANE: Mossy Head,
Florida; Rockerville, S.D.; Loco,
OK; Dingman's Ferry, N.Y.
FOR THE KLEPTOMANIAC
(note*1 not responsible for stolen
luggage): Piekaway, W.V.; Cashiers,
N.C.; Robstown, Texas
FOR THE PARANOID: (no
refunds) Finksburg, Md.; Poison,
Montana-, Nooseneck. R . I.
FOR THE SEXUALLY
DYSFUNCTIONAL: Ten Sleep,
Wyoming; Climax, Ga.; Letcher,
S.D.; Layopolis, W.V.; Flasher,
N.D.; Dyke, Va.; French Lick,
Indiana; Dry Prong, La.; Gays
Mills, Wi.; La Push, Wa.; Pettus,
Texas; Dames Quarter, Md.; Lolita,
Texas
(TWIN BEDS EXTRA)
FOR THE SADO' * MASOCHIS-
TIC: Hurtsboro, Alabama; Wacker,
II; Gore, Ok; Cutoff, La.; Blades,
Delaware; Stamping Ground, Ky.;
Cripple Creek, Co; Hazardville, Ct.
FOR THE AGORAPHOBIC: Only,
Tennessee; House, N.M.; Selfridge,
N.D. (Rates are per person, double
occupancy)
FOR THE MANIC DEPRESSIVE:
Lost City, W.V.; Moody, Texas;
Zap, N.D.
• Sauce
(continued from page 5M)
look like eyes? Damn that Jim Beam.
The bottle's glass was smooth and
warm against Scott's fingerstips.
Some sauce had spilled around the top
and oil ran down the side. In one
motion S=t.t -grasped -the bottle-,--TWX-- -
knowing what to expect. A shock?
Instant death? Perhaps a feeling of
oneness with the universe. Oh boy.
what a buzz. Remember, you control
it.
Nothing happened and he felt a
touch of disappointment mixed with
his relief.
He turned the jar in his hands. A
panel on the back held a proof-of-
purchase seal and the recipe for the
"sparerib delite." Yecchh! He tried to
loosen the crooked cap, but it wouldn't
move. What to do?
Scott turned off the light and carried
the jar outside. He dropped it in an 1
empty trash can behind the garage and
was surprised to see the crooked cap
fall off. Strange night. He replaced the
lid and, placed a case of returnable
bottles Cin\top. Never can be too safe.
The house was warm when he
re-entered and went to his bedroom.
He'd checked the lock on the front
door three times and was confident of
his safety.
He undressed and climbed into bed.
His mind wandered over the night's
events, not understanding any of
them. Ah, work it out tomorrow.
The bed felt good. The pillow felt
good. The cool breeze was relaxing.
cool breeze.? Scott jumped up and
screamed. Then the house was quiet.
The ambulance pulled out of the
driveway at 8:30 the next morning and
took a left at the end of the road. This
route was the quickest to the city's
morgue.
Scott's parents and a medical
examiner standing near the porch
watched the vehicle move away.
But how could this happen? I can't
understand it," Scott's mother said
between sobs. "It's such an unnatural
death. Why didn't he wake up?"
The examiner offered a consoling
look and said, "I have to agree I've
never seen anything like it. I mean, to
choke on a jar lid that big. And what
was the jar doing on the window sill
above his bed in the first place?"
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Attention
Faculty and Students
Sign up now for luxury
off-campus "mingle" housing
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS
-Fully furnished-including all utilities
-Only 14 5 units available
-From $225.00/per person, per month
an easy walk to campus
P.I. Realty Management
942-4815
•_
r. sm...
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LIVING BEYOND
Where am I
Beyond myself
Living beyond my own needs
Living beyond touch
Living too far from the past.
Trapped between needs and dreams.
Unable to touch the future
Unable to see love
Missing the importance
of todays gone by
MATT FRANKEL
• Moscow
 (continued from page 3M)
camera work is the same way; I think
the director could have gotten by on
about one third of the footage in these
scenes.
Still, in spite of these hurdles,
Moscow on the Hudson is a nice,
honest film. It doesn't try to pull
anything slick and fast, and that is a
strength and a weakness at the same
time. Watching Williams play his
saxophone in the middle of the night at
the Moscow Zoo is magical (Williams
learned to play for the film;
sometimes it's really him).
This isn't a great film, but it is a fun
way to spend a couple of hours. It's a
nod film, and you could do a lot worse
with what's running at theaters now.
So if you've got a few bucks, and an
hour 'or two, see Moscow on the
Hudson.
Graduation Sale
DeGRASSE JEWELERS
5 Mill 'Street, Orono 
866-4032
10 percent off
all jewelry
(with this coupon)
Now thru May 4th
4
- -I
"FRATERNITY ROW"
One of the primary functions of a fraternity is to provide service to
the community. To this end, the accomplishments of the fraternities on
our campus have been extremely noteworthy, accounting for both large
amounts of money raised and long hours donated.
AGRAlpha Gamma Rho, in conjunction with
Alpha Tau Omega, hosted a Halloween haunted house
for Orono children. In addition to shoveling snow this
past winter for elderly and disabled area residents, the
AGR brothers raised over 1300 to benifit the Ronald
McDonald House of Maine in Bangor. Alpha Gamma
Rho brothers also help take down the Greek Week
blood drive.
ATOThe brothers of Alpha Tau Omega donated
man hours setting up the Greek Week blood drive. They
also helped move furniture at the Ronald McDonald
House and did spring cleaning at the UMO day care
center. ATO donated money to the. Chnstian Childrens
fund (118/mo.), the Salvation Army, and the March of
Dimes. ATO's also helped open the Hizbrook Elderly
Apartments for spring and held a Generic Party,
enabling them to donate canned goods to the Newman
Center for Thanksgiving. The brothers also donated 05
pints of blood.
BTPThe brothers of Beta Theta Pi raised almost
1600 for the United Way• by raffling off a trip to
Bermuda. The Beta brothers hold an annual party for
the faculty and administrators and each December they
hold a Christmas Party for the undsrptt•sisdp,...d children
from the Bangor area. In the Spring of '82 Beta
sponsored Eileen Stevens to lecture on Hazing and held
a reception afterwards. On April 28. the Beta brothers
will clean and improve campsites on Poshest, Lake.
DTDDelta Tau Delta. McDonalds, Coke, and
WGUY worked together on the Bed Sled Race, which
garnered over 12000 to benifit the Ronald McDonald
House. Delta Tau holds a blood dove every semester
and this past one set a record for the most blood ever
at UMO for a small Campus organization, producing 102
units. The Dells have a Christmas and Easter Party for
the Children's Center and held a car wash for their
benifit also. DTD also sold Parent's/Friend's weekend
shirts to benifit the Children's Center.
KSKappa Sigma brothers worked close to 200 man
hours at the Flirundo Wildlife Reserve They helped out
at the BMHI Winter Carnival and had a Halloween
Party with Alpha Delta Pi sorority and for the children
at the UMO day care center. Kappa Sig had a team in
the FIJI Marathon and had a contestant in the Alpha
Phi sorority legs contest They also set up for the
annual crafts fair held in the Memorial Union
LCA Lanittcla Chi Alpha held two parties for
underprvelidged children. a Halloween Party and a
Christmas party, where the brothers ate dinner with the
kids and Santa made • sortiel appearance and handed
out small gifts. Lambda Chi also had runners in the
FIJI M.ararhon and they participated in the Alpha Phi
legs contest
PGDPM Gamma Delta held the annual FIJI 24. 
hourmarathon this past winter and it was highly
successful as they raised almost It thousand dollars for
the American Cancer Society FIJI brothers worked for
ovtr 200 man hours at the Hirundo Wildlife Reserve
-and over 100 hours at the Ronald McDonald House
SAEThe brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon raised
over 54000 for Grace Jacques of Ellsworth for her heart
transplant, which was successful!!! They would like to
thank all the houses which donated refreshments for the
Jacques benefit party. The Brothers held a Christmas
Party for mentally disturbed people. SAE brothers also
worked at Hirundo, making trails.
SNSigma Nu brothers worked at the Newman Center,
stacking wood and washing windows and the like. They
also spent time working for the Orono Thrift Wort,
organizing inventory and cleaning up for the elderly
women who own the shop. Sigma Nu's participated in
several Mood drives throughout the past year
SPESigma Phi Epsilon donated time and blood to a
Red Cross blood drive held at the Newman Center.
Their tett pledge class hauled wood from Newman to
the Nun's residence and cleaned the chapel room Sig
Eft hosted a group of elderly folks from the Bangor
Nursing Home this past Christmas and enjoyed dinner
and caroling. A Sig Ep brother. Richard Jackson is
coordinating a "talking books" program, of which more
information may he obtained by phoning Sig ep (581-
,0157)
TEPTau Epsilon Phi held a 50750 raffle for the
American Diabetes Foundation in which half of the
money raised went to charity and, half went to the
winner, Edward Murphy_ One Sunday afternoon in
April, brothers and pledges from TFP accompanied
members of the Newman Centers Peace and Social
Justice Committee for an afternoon at the Orono
Nursing Home. The TEP brothers enjoyed leading a
sing-a-long and socialized with residents
TKEThe brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon, after a
three year absence, renewed their !evict efforts,
beginning with distributing cheese, butter and other
commodities to Old Town, Orono. and Bangor shut-ins
TKE members collected more than 1300 for the United
Way, Fraternity bottle drive In mod-April, brothers and
little sisters of TKE helped clean area churches in
preparation for Easter
TCTheta Chi is the campus rt 
 for , Rigbrother% program of Bangor. They help it, in
numerous ways, including fund renew purilic r..•,ons
and big brother rushing. Theta Chi sponsors a d in
the "Save the Children" program. Theta Chi hotihers
participate in Arcadia National Park clean-up weekend.
cleaning up the park and making minor repairs I he,
placed third in the Greek bottle drive
ere
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• Soundtrac
(continued from page 4M)
up hurting them more in the long
run because people started to
associate them with "Colored
Rain."
Since those days, Soundtrac has
gradually moved into more
contemporary rock music_ The
biggest change came last year when
the two female lead singers left the
band. Mike Tuell left temporarily at
that time too, and the band stopped
playing.
A few months later Richard
Pasvogel, Kathy Houghton, and
Denise O'Connell joined the band.
At that time the band decided to lay
,more rock. With the new music and
members their success. -increased—anyone- is
sharply, one year.
They've played the Bears' Den a in the movies," one member
couple of times and have done Another added that they
many formals. Soundtrac tries to basically "playing it by ear."
limit its playing to weekends but are
often called by Barstans to fill in
during the week.
Soundtrac now has six members;
three are UMO students. Donna
Langdon—drums/vocals, Rick
Nickerson—rhythm guitar/vocals,
and Denise O'Connell—lead vocals.
The three other members are all
UMO graduates: Richard Pasvogel—
keyboards who now works part time
at Sears and gives piano lessons at
the 'Northern Conservatory of Music
of Bangor. Mark Mumme—Bass/
vocals teaches 5-6 grade band at
Asa Adams elementary school in
Orono. Mike Tuell—guitar-vocals,
manages apartments. Kathy
Houghton—saxaphone/vocals left
the band last semester because of a
student teaching job.
As for the future, the longest
willing- tcr -look --atread---is
"By then Denise will be
said.
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CONCHA*.
Illusions of life. The fragile curves of what was.
Colors preserved in death. Shape without form.
The hollow remnants of life lie, invoking their past.
I have seen these depths. The dark recesses of the past.
The curses of what has been.
The crying agony of time, lost in the abyss of the present.
Eons of needs. Needs never understood.
Conch'a, illusion of happiness.
The disembodiement of the heart from the spirit.,
The miss of a touch, the miss of a smile.
The light of the future, dreamed and real, shining so far away.
The darkness within.
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Concha, laying on the sand, waiting for the return of the waters.
To again feel fall and whole.
MATT FRANKEL:
*SEASHELL
There is nothing amusing about
mental illness; but there is
something downright amusing about
the way psychological professionals
feel compelled to construct a new
word each time they come on a
poor soul with a very. rare—perhaps
-Or fa.h.,tasy.
by Paul Dickson
Acaraphobia—Fear of
such as mites and ticks.
Amathonhobia—Fear of dust.
Anthrophobia—An abnormal, fear of
flowers.
Anuptaphobia—Fear
single.
Arachibutyrophobia—Fear of peanut
butter sticking to ther roof of your
mouth according. to The People's
Almanac.
Blennophobia—morbid fear of slime.
of remaining
Boanthropy—The madness in which
a man imagines himself to be an ox.
Cathisophobia—Fear of sitting.
Clinophobia—Fear of going to bed.
Doramania—The compulsion to own
furs.
Ecophobia—Fear of home.
Euphobia—Fear of good news.
forinicatiori—A- feeling that-ants--are
crawling over one's skin.
Geniophobia—Fear of chins.
Gymnophobia—Fear of nudity.
Helminthophobia—morbid fear
becoming infested with worms.
Homichlophobia—Fear of fog.
Homilophobia—Fear of sermons.
insects Levophobia—Fear of things on
left.
Nucleomitaphobia—Irrational fear of
death by nuclear weapons, oddly,
this is a rare phobia.
Parthenophobia—Fear of virgins.
Pica—A craving for unnatural food;
dust, for instance.
Porphyrophobia—Dread of purple.
Tarintism—The irresistible urge to
dance.
Uranophobia—Fear of heaven.
of
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Ram's Horn Manager/
Graduate Center Coordinator
York Complex is looking to fill two positions for
84-85 school year
. Graduate Center Coordinator: Coordinates the
activities of the Graduate Center in Estabrooke
Hall and work with the Graduate Board and the
Estabrooke Hall Staff & Government. You
would work between 15 to 20 hours a week plus
Room & Board in Estabrooke. Grad Students
Preferred.
2. Ram's Horn Manager: Coordinates/Develops activities
at the Ram's Horn. You would work between 15
to 20 hours a week (on the student wage scale).
Needs to be a self-starting kind of person with •
managerial and public relations skills. Preference
given to York Complex_ residents.
For either position submit a letter of interest and pertinent
experience to Greg Stone, York Complex. by April 30, 1984 noon
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor at
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
movies canceled
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To the editor:
Due to the huge Student
Government budget deficit,
the following SEA movies
have been cancelled:
"Bad Boys"
"Bedtime for Bonzo"
"The Goodbye Girl"
"The Flight of the Eagle"
Even though the Saturday
-and-Friday movies- are not
directly-funded by Student
Government. this is one of the
ways SEA has decided to help
overcome the deficit. We
apologize for the incon-
venience this may bring to the
few people who planned on
seeing these films.
Andreas L. Nicolaou
Movie Committee
  ---Chairper
Reagan's credibility
To the editor:
The recent ati[vity of the
Reagan Administration does
not easily lend itself to
credibility. On one hand'
they cry "Foul!" when they
describe the actions and
attitudes of the Russian
authorities. On the other
hand, they direct the mining
of Nicaraguan harbors and
fuel depots, via the Central
intelligence Agency.
The most recent incident in
world affairs that demon,
strates the current Washing-
ton duplicity is the "Chemical
Weapons Treaty." While Vice
Administration's discriminatory policies
To the editor:
•
We would like to express
our opinions on the apparently
discriminatory policies pract-
iced by the university admin-
istration. In the April 24 issue
of the Maine Campus it was
announced that the Greek
Games, scheduled for this
coming weekend, would be
held in the field near where
the cabins once stood. This is
the same field where Bum-
stock was traditionally and
successfully held for many
years until the administration
decided such an open celeb-
ration was detrimental to the
university's -public itnage.
Frotn our experiences, hay-
--
sen-Stacients: plan
President Bush urges the
world, and especially the
USSR, to ban these weapons,
President Reagan requests
$100 million to build new
ones.-
respterbEF-fhe ohject-M'
authority, then moral right-
eousness must not be touted
on one hand and slapped with
the other. It must be practiced
first hand, to the full extent of
our current moral capacity to
judge, however small it may
be.
Edward A. Brindle
Bangor
To the editor:
Saturday marks the occur-
ance of "Bumstock 11 1/2.':
We believe that this event
should be protested and
boycotted by the student
body. This Bumstock is a
mockery of the
 true and
original spirit of Bumstock.
We see it as another attempt
by Residential Life to monop-
olize and control the social life
of the once free students of
UMO. The very name of
Bumstock itself should have
been changed to reflect its
new nature (i.e. BumLife or
something similar).
ing attended Greek Games
celebrations in the past, many
people at these games con-
sumed alcohol freely and
openly, were blatantly drunk,
and urinated in public. As we
see it, this is the same
behavior that the admin-
istration has sought to elimin-
ate from the Bumstock festival
by moving it to a smaller area,
wcohnotsreoll ae cdc. e ,sos n ei t mainmo  re iffs edry-
ence between-the two events_
is that at one, people gather
to listen to music; at the other,
people gather to listen to
and participate in various
games. The other difference is
that one is apparently con-
doned _by the administration
and given room to expand,
beer tent pick
The fact that Residential
Life is profiteering at the
event by becoming the sole
merchant of alcohol is appall-
ing. We encourage all stu-
dents to drink and have fun on
Saturday if you will, but not in
the Bears' Den, not IriJke__
Residential Life "Beer Tent."
but, at any other location.
Students, wake up! Drink in
your rooms while you still
have the option. Drink at a
local bar, buy beer at a local
store, boycott the Residential
Life tent.
We would like to take this
while the other is progressive-
ly more restricted and is
slowly being phased out.
Is a music festival a less
desirable activity for the
university to sponsor than the
Greek Games, or is the
admi4stration afraid Bum-
stoek will attract too many
"undesirable" people from
the surrounding communities
which the public yniversity is
suppmed to serve? We would
appreciate at least an effort on
the part of the administration
to maintain' some consistency
in enforcing their policies.
Babara Joyce
Guino Rodriguez
Orono
et
opportunity to announce a
picket and demonstration of
protest outside the Beer Tent.
All interested groups and
individuals should meet
behind the library at 11:30
a.m. Saturday morning. Let's
show them that we are not all
,[puppets of the administration!
-
Martin M. Cielinski
Old Town
Clifford L. Colby III
Alexis Grabbe
Orono
Commentary
Pick on someone your size
Tuesday I was accosted-by-a 'rather large,intimidating wrestler who sternlysuggested I "write a real article." After
suffering through his "f"-word laced
complaints; I had to walk away.
My friend, I have read the "Letters to the
Editor" against my commentaries and columns
and I have received a large number of,
compliments on my style of turning the little
things around here into _something humorous.
But my ethics as a journalist prohibit me
from answering those letters and explaining my
position as a humorist.
However, this is slightly more than a case of
someone disagreeing with a writer's style, this
is simply another example of a "big man on
campus" using his powers to intimidate yet
another defenseles female student.
Well, Mr. Big Shot, you wanted a real
article—here you have it. Female harassment is
a never ending game on this, and I don't
know how many other, campuses that cannot
be stopped because of the seeming lack of
power (be it physical pr social) that stands in
the way of a young - woman from being and
expressing herself.
I have heard a countless number of women
cry out against the way a large number of
men have of belittling their female classmates.
Who do you animals think you are? Just
because some of you are big, and some of you
have your houses or your teammates to back
you up, what gives you the right to prejudge
and belittle a wpman?
Let's talk /about sexual relations. Well,
ladies, how many times has a man used lies,
lines and deceptive locution to trick you into
permitting him to kiss you, take you to his
apartment, or perform any other sexual act
with you?
After the act is over and the sweetness of
believing in the kiss of romance has become a
bleak falsity, the hurt, embarrassment and
reality set in.
But the liar cannot leave you alone with
your pain. He and his friends must find it a
part of their , pranks to tease, harass and talk
about you as though you had done something
wrong. I suppose tricking people is a nice
thing to do.
Or guys, simply making up a story about a
woman to make yourselves look like a "stud"
is always acceptable in this vicious circle.
In either case, the language is blatant
enough to explain the double standards
practiced. A woman who has allowed herself
to fall for your lines is a "pig," and you're a
stud. How convenient. What did she ever see
in you the night before?
Patti B. Fink
Female harassment is not only surrounded
by the shadow of the bedroom. It's all around
here. It's worked its way into our vocabulary
and is with us every day.
How many men are called dumb blondes? Is
it true that blond women have no brains?
Please don't tell my professors that.
The obvious stares and whispered comments
that hit a woman when she leans over the
salad bar are present every day also. I have a
friend who refuses to go to lunch now because
she cannot take that any more. Perhaps that
is their motive. After all, we're always being
called a bunch of cows anyway.
Clearly, there are men on this campus who
do not participate in such rude antics, but the
ones who do are sickening.
....This time, Mr. Cool, I'm not trying to
share with people and make them laugh. It's
time someone printed a little serious disgust
that has plagued this campus and this world
for much too long a time.
Why don't you pick on someone your own
size?
Patti B. Fink is a senior journalism major
from Falmouth, Maine.
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Annual Greek blood drive
scheduled for today
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
In accordance with the annual Greek
Week celebration, a Greek Blood Drive
is scheduled for Wednesday. April 25,
at the Memorial Gymnasium.
Kathy Moran, public relations office
for Panhellenic Council, said the blood
drive is scheduled from noon to 8 p.m.
"It is the largest blood drive in the
state of Maine," Moran said.
Jon Sorenson, public relations
officer for University of Maine
Fraternity Board, said last year's goal
was 500 units and 489 units were
acquired.
• Fee
"My personal goal is 700 (units) this
year," Sorenson said. The goal for the
Greek Blood Drive is 525 units.
Sorenson said the drive is run by
fraternity and sorority volunteers.
This year they will have trophies for
fraternity/sorority involvement. For
instance, if 50 percent of a given
fraternity/sorority participate, you get
so many points," Moran said. "You
also get points for giving donations."
Moran said various radio stations
are doing free public service an-
nouncements.
"Everyone can give—faculty, staff
and members of the public at large."
Moran said.
the mere fact that Nutting Hall has ten
student organizations shows that there
is not apathy. and the fact that we
want to impose this fee upon ourselves
shows that we want these organi-
zations to thrive and continue to
--b-t-ing us the opportunities that are not
found in the classroom,"said Nicolich.
If passed, the College of Forest
Resources will be the only college with
its own organization fee.
If BOT agrees. the fee will-go into
effect for the 1984 fall semester,
Brown said.
If the fee is collected, the Funding
and Budget Review Committee will be
(continued from page 1)
responsible for deciding where the
money is spent. The committee is
comprised of three students and the
College of Forest Resources dean. The
students were elected by the leaders of
the organizations.
"Basically we'll use the same
process used by student government."
'Nicolich said. Money will be allocated
on a priority basis, the first priority
will be college-wide activities. Nicolich
said.
"This way we won't put a burden on
individual clubs who have traditionally
been sponsoring these things." he
said.
Communique
Wednesday., April 25 (continued from page 1)
German Language Table. Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
Greek Week Blood Drive. Memorial Gym. Noon - 8
p.m.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Al Hutchinson:
"Maine's Marine Wildlife Resources: A Question of
Priorities." 257 Nutting Hall. Noon.
Biochemistry Seminar. Dr. Jim Mayhew: "Seminar/
Workshop on High Performance Liquid
Chromatography." 113 Deering Hall. 1 p.m.
Quaternary Studies Seminar Series. Terence Hughes:
"Collapse of the Antarctic Ice Sheet: Past and
Impending." 217 Boardman Hall. 3 p.m.
Philosophy of Science. Larry Smith: "Does Science
Evolve?" Levinson Room. The Maples. 3:45. p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series. `-`--Providence," (Britain,
1977). BCC Student Union. 7:30 p.m.
UMO Orchestra Concert. Ludlow Halman
conductor. Orono Methodist Church. 8 p.m.
Movie. "Hearts and Minds." 100 Nutting Hall. 8
p.m.
Maine Masque Theatre. John Ostprne's "The
Entertainer." Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. 11 a.m.
Thursday, April 26
Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. 11 a.m.
Professionals in Action Series. Tour of Public
Information and Central Services. Meet at P1CS
building. Noon.
Faculty Forum on Religion. Ham Room, Union.
Noon.
French Language Table, Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
Annual Convocation for Excellence in Academic
Achievement, College of Arts and Sciences. 101
Neville Hall. 3 p.m.
Poetry Hour. Students reaf from their own works.
Sutton Lounge, Union. 3:30 p.m.
411111111111,-
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*Police Blotter *
by Tom Hawkins
Staff Writer
A York Village resident report-
ed several acts of criminal
mischief that resulted in $500
damage to his car. The drivers
side window was smashed by
what is believed to be a rock,
which cracked the windshield as
weil. The vinyl top was cut and
words were carved on the
passenger's side door. The car
was parked behind Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity between the
dates of Dec. 23, 1983 to April
19, 1984 when the damage
happened. Police have no sus-
pects.
A Cumberland Hall resident
claimed her missing bike, a $450
12-speed. and an Old Town
resident claimed his missing bike
a $600 10-speed from police as a
result of an investigation pertain-
ing to a juvenile arrest last
Tuesday. Both victims told police
that they were responding to an
article in the Maine Campus (4/
20/84) about the theft.
Gary J. Gurney and Karen Cox
were both issued a summons for
possession of a false I.D. and
misuse of a license Friday night
after they attempted to enter a
party hosted by Phi Kappa
Sigma. Police took possession of
the bogus 1.D.s and sent them
to the Maine Secretary of State's
office.
Employees of the Bears' Den
found a woman's navy blue
pull-over sweater with a Sigma
Chi fraternity pin attacthed to it,
Friday night. The sweater is now
in the possession of UMOPD.
A 15-year-old Bangor youth
was charged with operating a
vehicle without a license, after
driving a vehicle that was
involved in a three car accident
which resulted in a total of $1,650
of damage, Friday night.
Rev. George Sanders, pastor
of Wesleyan Church in Bangor.
owner of the vehicle, pressed
charges Friday night after the
youth, a member of Sahders'
youth group, drove his car
without permission. The youth
apparently pulled out of a park-
ing space behind Stevens Hall
and struck a vehicle parked par-
allel to his original position,
driving in perpendicularly into a
third vehicle also.-  parked
parallel. The youth travelled 90
more feet until coming to a stop
upon the sidewalk.
Police estimate Sanders' car
received $1,000 worth of , dam-
age, the second car received
$500 worth of damage, and the
third car received $150 worth of
damage.
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Sports
Walsh excited about UMO hockey program
by Jerry Tourigny Walsh outlined his feelings about theStaff Writer program and which direction he thinks
Two weeks ago, Shawn Walsh came it should take.
to UMO for the first time. He was the "I'm very excited
last of -the final four candidates to be UMO." Walsh said.
interviewed for the head hockey
coaching job vacated by Jack Semler's
resignation in January. It appeared as
though R.P.1.'s Mike Addesa had the
edge. But that was before Walsh came
to town.
Walsh impressed the search com-
mittee. the players and all who spoke
with him. His personality, hockey
knowledge-and his views on academics
were impressive. He impressed
everyone with his views and opinions
on how the Maine hockey program has served as an assistant coach since
should be run. Last Thursday. Walsh- 4979. He was largely responsible for
was named _the_ serond- UMO hockey the recruitment of players which has
coach. 
 
_turned the _MSII _hocke_y_program
Tuesday morning, Walsh met with from a weak one into one of the
members of the media for the first strongest in the country. The Spartans
time at a press conference held at the finished fourth in the NCAA tourna-
Alumni Center. It was there that ment this past season.
to be here at
"I am looking
forward to the challenge to bring
respectability to the program. The
fans, players, and the administration
deserve it."
"I appreciate the confidence they
have bestowed in me. I want to build
on the foundation that Jack Semler has
built. Next year will be difficult but
we're going to get things going right
away."
Walsh comes to UMO from
Michigan State University, where he
The women's softball team defeated UNH 7-6 and
Bowdoin 6-5 but lost two to Sacred Heart, 5-0 and
Walsh said he has always stressed
academics and said he intends to make
sure the players' concentrate on their
studies as well as hockey.
"Student athletes are students first
and foremost," Walsh said. "I'm
going to monitor their courses very
closely and will possibly institute study
halls. I also hope to work closely with
the teachers.
I'm a firm believer that if you take
care of other things off the ice then on
the ice things will take care of
themselves."
Before being an assistant coach at
MSU, Walsh was the assistant coach
at Bowling Green State University,
where he also played college hockey as
a goaltender. He has also coached the
Bowling Green hockey club program,
the MSU_junior varsity—team and-
coached in the 1981 National Sports
Festival which his team finished in
first place with an undefeated record.
At the age of 29, Walsh is the
2-0. Jane Hamel (left) and sister Jean take their swings
in weekend action. (McMahon photos)
youngest coach in Division I hockey in
the nation. He said he hopes to
develop a good relationship with the
players and the fans.
"I'm a very open person," Walsh
said. "I want to know the faculty and
the local backers. I want the Players to
feel they can come in and talk to me at
any time. I think the players will give
you a little extra if they believe and
trust in you."
Walsh said he will interview Gary
Wright for the assistant coaching job
along with other candidates. He said
he appreciates the work that Wright
has done since Semler resigned.
"My overall goal is to develop
respect within Division I hockey,"
Walsh said. "It can't happen
overnight but the potential is -there. I
wouldn't have taken the job if there
wasn't the potential for an excellent
program."
The baseball team
is scheduled to
play a double-
header against the
University of
Southern Maine
beginning at 12 at
Mahaney Diamond
Black Bear softball team wins two, loses two
by Kevin Foster
Staff Writer
The UMO women's softball team
won two and lost two games in action
Friday, Saturday. and Monday against
Sacred Heart University, the Univers-
ity of New Hampshire, and Bowdoin
College.
The Bears' two losses came against -
Sacred Heart, 5-0 and 2-0. Maine
defeated UNH, 7-6, and Bowdoin 6-5,
in nine innings.
Against Sacred Heart in Bridgeport,
Conn. Friday. Sacred Heart pitcher
Debbie Tidy, one of the top five
pitchers in the country. allowed only
one hit and struck out 15 en route to a
win in the first game of the
double-header.
Maine coach Janet Anderson called
Tidy "an overpowering force." Senior
catcher Gina Ferazzi said, "She had a
riser that you couldn't tell it was high
until it was past you."
Maine freshman pitcher Lynn
Hearty took the loss, allowing nine
hits, as her record dropped to 3-3.
Hearty also had Maine's only hit, a
single.
In the second gape Black Bear
hitters were again stifled as Sacred
Heart pitcher Nancy Stanton, with
relief help from Tidy in the fifth
inning, held Maine scoreless and
allowed only two hits.
Sacred Heart got-its two runs in the
bottom of the fourth off junidt• pitcher
Clair Betze. Betze allowed only five
hits, but was tagged with the loss to
drop her record to 4-5. Senior Nancy
Szostak got two singles for Maine's
only hits.
Anderson said she was pleased with
the team's defensive play.
"Player for player, defensively,
we've never been that close to Sacred
Heart," she said.
Maine played UNH Saturday in a
game Anderson said was played on,
"the coldest day of our lives." Maine
had been scheduled to play a
double-header. but the cold forced
postponement of the second game.
The Bears scored one run in the first
and three in the second but UNH
reached Maine starter Hearty for three
runs in each of the first two innings to
take a 6-4 lead into the top of the sixth,
when Maine scored a run to make it
6-5. Maine's winning runs came in the
top of the seventh.
Hearty started for UMO but was
relieved by Betze in the fifth inning.
Betze was credited with the win to
even her record at 5-5.
Maine traveled to play Bowdoin in
Brunswick Monday and won a close
extra-inning game.
Maine trailed, 5-3, going into the
top of the seventh but rallied for three
runs to take a (7-5 lead. Bowdoin tied
the game with a run in the bottom of
the seventh to send the game to extra
innings. In the top of the ninth,
freshman Tina Ouellette singled home
Hearty with the go-ahead run. Hearty
went the distance for Maine to pick up
the win and raise her record to 4-3.
Maine had 14 hits in the contest, two
each from Ouellette. Ferazzi, Szostak,
and sophomore Kara Burns. •
Anderson said the Bowdoin pitchers
were pitching much slower than the
team is used to facing, which may have
thrown the Bears' timing oil but she
said she thought the team should have
adjusted better.
Szostak said: "We should've been
right on top of them because the
pitching was so slow. We didn't
really get the hits together when we
needed them, but we pulled through."
Maine is next scheduled to play a
double-header against Husson College
in Bangor Wednesday.
After the four games, Maine's
record now stands at 1113 overall. 5-4
in ECAC play, and 1-0 in Maine
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (MAIAW) play.
-
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Hitters Baseball Stats
Player G AB R H RBI AVE. 2B
Kane
Layman
Paul
Lashua
.Roy
Webster
Bushway
Etzweiler
McInnis
Swift
Reynolds
Bernardo
Gonyar
Hackett
Bordick
Billy Swift has been named ECAC-New England Pitcher of the
Week for his three-hit 4-0 shutout win over Providence Friday.
Swift fanned 11 and didn't walk a batter. Swift improved his
rero_ro ,*r_s 2 2 wItti i warieti run average of just 034 which is the
lowest ERA in the three ECAC leagues (New England, metro and
south), the east coast conference, Atlantic 10 and the Eastern
Intercollegiate League. (McMahon photo)
*
GEORGE CARLIN
and Special Guests
Travis and Shook
At The Memorial Gymnasium
University of Maine at Orono
8:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 3rd
Admission: $9.00 Student
$11.00 General Public
Tickets on sale in the
UMO Memorial Union
For Information
Call 581-1802
a
PITCHER
15
24
35
35
29
13
27
15
35
16
24
33
18
24
34
Swift
Morse
Colford
Lacognata
Ballou
Powers
Rob Wilkins
Webster
Kowalski
Loubier
Rutherford —5
Darsney 3
29
52
109
120
72
18
60
27
116
41
79
108
30
52
82
4 .13
9 21
33 44
46 414 602 287
216115 31 2487
10 22
205 390
19 13
11
18
31
26
10
4
11
4
16
10
18
21
4
7
7
.448 2
.404 5
.404
.392
.389
.333
.300 3
.296 1
.293 6
.293 1
.278 4
.278
.233
.173
.159
5
0
2
3B HR SO BB
0 0
2 1
1 2
2 6
o -
o
3 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
7
9
6
24
13
1
9
5
10
3
17
14
6
6
11
8
8
30
26
19
2
15
3
18
6
11
10
3
3
21
SB/SBA S/F
1/1
2/2
4/5
11/13
5/5
040
2/2
1/1
5/5
2/2
0/0
2/5
0/0
1/1
2/4
0/0
0/1
2/2
0/0
0/0
0/1
0/0
1/1
2/1
1/0
0/2
0/3
0/0
0/3
3/0
G GS IP HR ER ERA K BB HR W L S
4
7
5
7
7
9
7
4
6
3
6
9
3
1
4 26.6 15 6 1
7 48.3 44 18 15
1 8.6 11--L-4-
7 40.0 52 39 24
6 36.0 41 25 22
0 12.0 13 8 8
0 9.0 14 8 8
3 11.3 15 14 11
5 22.3-- 33 32 26
1 10.0 22 18 15
0 40 12 9 6
1 13.0 22 24 24.
2 2
0.34 27
811
2.79
3 14
49
6. 10' 1) 611 1 0
24— 25.40 23 3 3 0
5.50 24 15 4 3 3 0
6.00 10 5 2 1 2 3
8.00 8 7 0 1 0 0
8.76 11 6 5 0 0 0
10.49 12 11 6_1 4 0
13.50 6 7 2 1 0
13.54V-5- 0 1
16.61 8 14 4 0 1
General Alumni Association
1984 National Student Phonathon=*---- -
Wells Complex Lounge
April - May, 1984
UMO Students Do It Again
These groups worked last week, calling UMO ALUMNI
across the nation, to raise badly needed $ for UMO.
Congratulations - We're proud of you!.'
It's AfeVolfalaS
ef
Week
The Third UMO National Student
Phonathon
Sunday, April 15 Gamma Sigma Sigma Sorority
Pledges 141 $1,409
Monday, April 16,- Mechanical Engineering Majors
Pledges 65 $1,730
Tuesday, April 17 Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Pledges 153 $1,415
Wednesday, April 18 Student Alumni Association
Pledges 173 $1,815
Thursday, April 19
Totals
McVo/Taids'
Hannibal Hamlin Hall Residents
Pledges 118 $660
Pledges 650 $7,029
provides award certificates
for each evening
UMO General Alumni Association
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